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In accord with the then popular literary practice, 
Tolstoy's Anna Karenina was published serially. 
Successive instalments appeared from 1873 to 1877 

in the periodical The Russian Messenger, edited by Mikhail 
Katkov. The complete novel was published in 1878. 
Tolstoy regarded this work as his first true novel. He came 
to consider War and Peace as more than a novel, rather 
enigmatically describing it as 'not a novel, even less is it a 
poem, and still less a historical chronicle'. Clearly, it is up to 
the reader to provide a suitable epithet, perhaps expressed 
in more positive terms, as to which genre War and Peace falls 
into. 

Anna Karenina, however, is quite simply 
a supreme work of realist fiction and it has 
been universally and repeatedly acclaimed by 
writers throughout time, from Dostoevsky 
through to Nabokov and William Faulkner, 
as 'flawless' and 'the best novel ever written'. 
Furthermore, interest in the novel would 
seem to be as keen and fresh as ever, given 
that Rosamund Bartlett has just published a 
new translation of the original novel and 
Richard Freeborn has used the fate of 
Tolstoy's Anna as a starting point for his 
most recent literary offering — The Killing 
of Anna Karenina. 

Readers hardly need reminding 
that Anna Arkadyevna Karenina, an 
aristocrat and socialite, has an affair with 
the dashing officer Count Aleksei Kirillovich Vronsky, 
despite the fact that she can see, through her own brother's 
unbridled womanizing, how such infidekty can devastate a 
family. A t the beginning of the novel, the moralist Tolstoy 
leaves the reader in little doubt that transgressing society's 
moral norms can only lead to disaster, since the epigraph of 
the first section o f the novel is a verse from Romans 12:19, 
'Vengeance is mine, I will repay', a quote originally from an 
even gloomier book of the Old Testament, Deuteronomy. 
Furthermore, the first line of the novel begins with one of 
the most quoted and possibly most arresting lines of any 
work of fiction: 'Happy families are all akke; every unhappy 
family is unhappy in its own way' In Part V I I of the novel, 
shunned by society and increasingly paranoid that Vronsky 
is womanizing, being unfaithful as she herself has been 
to her husband, Anna contemplates suicide. Desperate 
to escape the emotional and mental turmoil in which she 
finds herself, and fearful that he is planning to abandon her, 
she commits suicide by throwing herself under a train — a 
symbol of modernity and industrial progress for Tolstoy. 

Richard Freeborn's novel opens in a very different 
atmosphere to that o f Tolstoy's. I t is set in England, not 
Russia, in the midst of bucolic beauty, captured evocatively 
in Wordsworth's poem about Tintern Abbey: 

How oft, in spirit, have I turned to thee, 
O sylvan Wye! thou wanderer thro' the woods, 
How often has my spirit turned to thee! 

This becomes a trope throughout the book which 
describes the adventures of a Russian aristocrat, Prince 
Dmitry Nikolaevich Rostov, an anglophile and lover o f 
English Kterature (Shakespeare, in particular) seeking to 
explore the peaceful Herefordshire countryside on a bicycle. 

A l l around him is tranquility: the sun shines through 
the trees on a blue-green stretch of water 

and butterflies flit around. What could 
be more quintessentially English and 

J far removed from Tolstoy's portrayal 
of family life steeped in infidelity and 

turmoil? 

Prince Rostov picks up speed on 
his Rudge Explorer bicycle, 'going faster 

and faster...' (p.3) and, to quote Gogol's 
phrase,'M xa/cou MepyccKuu He jim6um 6ucmpou 

esdu? — 'And what Russian doesn't like riding 
fast?' However, although Chichikov's troika 

f coped with the speed and the terrain, Prince 
Rostov's bike unexpectedly strikes an object, 
subsequently to become a clue to a nefarious 

deed yet to be discovered by him, resulting in 
the prince being catapulted through the air and 

ending up lying injured on his back under a willow tree, his 
arm bleeding and his ribs cracked. Once he has managed 
to stem the flow of blood from his arm by applying a 
tourniquet, a bit of first aid he learnt from his service on 
the Turkish front, his mind is assailed by flashbacks of 
bullets, not butterflies, flying through the stillness o f the 
afternoon sun. He then hears the shrill whistle of a train 
— another Tolstoyan trope from the novel, then a ghostly 
white figure and a boat amidst the reeds on the river bank 
appears, and there is 'a sudden cry of agony more piercing 
than the train whistle' (p. 7). The white figure then morphs 
into 'a figure dressed in black in the boat with a heavily 
veiled faced propped up against the headboard' (p. 8) and 
a red rose floats upon the water's surface. The mystery 
deepens and the reader is thrown into some confusion as 
to whether the prince is delirious; semi-conscious, perhaps, 
as a consequence of his accident. Fortunately for him, help 
arrives in the form of Oswald Holmcroft, a local historian, 
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organist and composer, with a penchant for shooting rabbits, 
among other things — ominously, as it turns out. Initially, he 
seems to be a Good Samaritan who kindly helps the prince 
into his horse-drawn trap and takes him to Stadleigh Court, 
the country pile of Lord Irmingham, who insists on him 
staying there until he recovers from his accident and his bike 
is mended. 

I t is while the prince is a reluctant guest in the apparent 
bucolic tranquillity o f the country mansion and gardens that 
some mysteries are solved, whilst others present themselves. 
And he soon discovers something quite astounding... 
Anna Karenina is alive and residing in semi-seclusion at 
Irrningham's somewhat labyrinthine and partly dilapidated 
mansion, having survived her suicide attempt and eventually 
recovered from her injuries. Naturally, the whole question 
of her authenticity arises, which is doubted by some in 
Irmingham's circle. There are echoes here of Veniamin 
Alekseev's recent claim that Grand Duchess Anastasia did, 
in fact, survive the massacre in the Ekaterinburg cellar, that 
the D N A testing in 1991 of bones found was flawed, and 
that she managed to flee to the West. Since the Bolshevik 
firing squad, several women have come forward, claiming 
that they were the sole survivor of the Romanov family. 

Fortunately for Anna in Freeborn's book, her authenticity 
is vouchsafed by Prince Rostov, who very clearly remembers 
meeting her. In a moving scene when the two characters 
come face to face, although her youth has faded, the vestiges 

of her former beauty are still apparent to the prino 
also recalls her way o f speaking and her mannerisms 
still suffers from her former paranoia, claiming this tit 
be surrounded by enemies. She remembers having m i 
prince, even though it was long ago. 

This astounding incident is compounded by yet an 
revelation, but to let that cat out of the bag here would 
the story for the reader. 

We also learn in the novel that Irmingham is a de 
Tolstoyan,, as are many in his circle of associates. H 
something of Levin's idealism in his blood and exem] 
well the great interest in Tolstoy's philosophy in Bri t 
the late 1800s — his pacifism, vegetarianism and mc 
turns out that Irmingham's residence is one o f the 
Tolstoyan communities estabkshed in Britain, desc 
excellently by Charlotte Alston in her recent talk to the 
Britain-Russia Society. (See also her chapter in the 
Russia in Britain, 1800-1940: From Melodrama to Mode 
edited by Rebecca Beasley and Philip Ross Bullock, O 
University Press, 2013.) 

Richard Freeborn's book is a gripping read in its 
right, full o f mystery and suspense. Capturing the enc 
popular fascination with one of Western literature's 
emotionally conflicted heroines, it is much more th 
alternative ending to Tolstoy's great classic. Freeborn's 
finds herself in the midst o f intrigue, far removed 
Tolstoyan idealism. 
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